
Talking Music
Learning Objective: Students will learn to communicate effectively through a 
wide variety of vocal sounds and infer meaning from text using the elements 
of music.

ACTIVITY (15-20 minutes)

1. Explain to students that we use elements of music and sound in everyday life to 
communicate with each other. Call out sounds and have the students respond with 
the musical element in each sound. Then have the students come up with another 
example:

 SOUND MUSICAL ELEMENT
 shhh Soft
 ROAR! Loud
 choo choo choo choo (train speeding up) Slow to fast
 tweet tweet! (little bird) High pitch
 moooo moooo (cow) Low pitch

2. Read the story Yo? Yes!  Have the students listen carefully to how you 
use musical elements when you read the book: loud/soft, slow/fast, 
high/low.

3. Turn to the first page and show the word “Yo!” Explain that when the 
letters are large, we say the word loudly. Call out “YO!” loudly and 
ask the class to respond by repeating loudly.

4. Show “Yes?” Explain when the letters are small, we say the word softly. Call and 
response with the class.

5. Turn the page and show “Who?” Explain that question marks mean our voices go 
higher.  Say “Who?” and raise your pitch at the end of the word.  Call and response 
with the class.

6. Turn the page and show “You!” Explain that with answers to questions, we often 
lower our voices at the end. Call and response with the class.

7. Continue to read the rest of the book with call and response.

REFLECTION
1. Did the student describe how sound and music can be found in daily life?

2. Did the student listen and respond to aural cues (pitch, dynamics, tempo)?

3. Did the student follow rules for discussions?

GRADE 

MATERIALS & SETUP
Book: Yo! Yes? by 
Chris Raschka
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FINE ARTS
• 1CE Identify same 

and different (e.g., 
fast/slow, loud/soft, 
high/low).

• 1PR Demonstrate 
same and different. 

• 2RE Describe how 
sounds and music 
are used in our daily 
lives.

LANGUAGE  ARTS
• SL.K.1 Participate 

in collaborative 
conversations about 
kindergarten topics 
and texts with 
diverse partners 
in small and larger 
groups. 

• Follow agreed-upon 
rules for discussions 
(e.g., listening to 
others and taking 
turns speaking 
about the topics 
and texts under 
discussion).
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EXTENSION
1. Review the ways we change our voices to communicate effectively, just like 

musicians do when they play music using loud/soft, fast/slow, and high/low.

2. Choose one or two of the following selections from Carnival of the Animals by 
Camille Saint-Saëns to further explore the contrasting elements of music and 
speech:

 Carnival of the Animals Movement Musical Element

 “Fossil” Loud

 “Aquarium” Soft

 “Wild Donkeys” Fast

 “Tortoises” Slow

 “Hens and Cocks” High

 “The Elephant” Low

3. Explain that composers write music that combines all of these ideas found in Yo! 
Yes?  to make interesting musical “conversations.” 

4. Play “Final” from Carnival of the Animals.  Ask the students to listen for all of these 
musical elements in the piece.

EXTENSION 
MATERIALS
Music: Carnival of the 
Animals by Camille 
Saint-Saëns


